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➔ Consider our current screenscape and identify common screen myths.

➔ Define screen awareness and examine the Screen Aware Framework and four foundational principles 
for screen aware practices and decision making. 

➔ Explore key screen aware topics in relation to child developmental needs and outcomes. 

➔ Introduce research-based resources to identify strategies for practicing and promoting screen  
awareness across a variety of early learning environments including home, classroom, child care, and  
public settings. 

GOALS



Recognize technology as 
tool and reality in daily 
lives and educational 
practices

Screen technology in and 
of itself is not good or bad

No judgment zone

No guilt, shaming or 
blaming

No
Judgment
Zone



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE

When preparing for baby, 
parents consider how to 
feed and bathe them, how 
to create healthy sleep 
patterns, how to sense 
when their child might be 
ill. 

Screen use and impacts rarely arise despite 
the fact that…



…a full 80% of brain 
development occurs in the 
first 3 years of life. 



Serve & 
Return 

Relationships with 
caring adults 
literally build a 
child’s brain 
architecture.



DEVELOPMEN
TAL 
VULNERABILI
TIES: 
IMPACTS ON 
RELATIONSHI
PS

68 % of parents shared that they sometimes feel 
distracted by their phone when spending time with 
their kids, with 17 % saying this happens often.



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE

Two-thirds of parents in the U.S. say parenting is harder 
today than it was 20 years ago, citing digital technology and 
social media as the reason. 

*Pew Research Center, July 2020 



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE

Parents get their screen time advice 
from doctors, peers, and teachers. 



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE

➔ Early childhood practitioners are essential

➔ Trusted professionals

➔ In relationship with both parents and children



NAVIGATING THE SCREENSCAPE

Common Questions:

How do we prepare children to understand and navigate screen technologies?

How do we know what is beneficial and what is not?

How do we keep screen use manageable, useful, and safe?

How do we stay informed of the possibilities and potential harms?

How do we engage and educate others?

How do we address conflicting messages and competing priorities?



WHY SCREEN AWARE?



THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK





DEVELOPMENTALLY-CENTERED

GUIDING PRINCIPLE # 1



❖ Draw from existing expertise

❖ Prioritize the hands-on experiences and complex 
relationships that are central to early learning and 
development

❖ Limit the use of screens for outsourcing 
important tasks and activities related to teaching 
and learning 

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

DEVELOPMENTALLY-CENTERED



➔ Is a screen really required for this activity?➔Does screen use achieve an outcome that would not be possible without it?➔Could this task or activity be better carried out with concrete objects or materials?➔Which is more active, the technology or the child?➔Which is more active, the technology or the educator?➔Could this choice make children more dependent on screens 
or introduce other vulnerabilities?

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

DEVELOPMENTALLY-CENTERED



RESEARCH-INFORMED

GUIDING PRINCIPLE # 2



➔Understand vulnerabilities
➔ Identify protective factors
➔Promote healthy outcomes
➔ Implement effective practices

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH-INFORMED



Study of children ages 3 
to 5 suggests that digital 
media use (“screen 
time”) impacts 
development of brain 
areas responsible for 
visual processing, 
empathy, attention, 
complex memory and 
early reading skills

Dr. John S. Hutton, MD, MS; Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 

Hutton, J.S., Dudley, J., DeWitt, T. et al. Associations between digital media use and 
brain surface structural measures in preschool-aged children. Sci Rep 12, 19095 
(2022). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-022-20922-0



THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH-INFORMED



PROTECTIVE

GUIDING PRINCIPLE # 3



➔Establish policies on screen use
➔Communicate and model use
➔Set boundaries for children
➔Promote play and outdoor time

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

PROTECTIVE



Establish boundaries for use:

Why is it used? 

When is it used? 

How is it used?

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

PROTECTIVE

Build screen awareness with children:

Who made this message?

What purpose was it made for?

How was it made?

Who was it made for?

Center for Media Literacy



STRENGTHS-BASED

GUIDING PRINCIPLE # 4



➔Shift away from focusing on deficits.
➔Move towards building new understandings and growth.
➔Use existing strengths to develop new skills. 

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

STRENGTHS-BASED



Screen awareness acknowledges the diverse strengths, perspectives, 
experiences, and understandings that individuals, families, and colleagues bring 
to their engagement with screen technologies. 

THE SCREEN AWARE FRAMEWORK

STRENGTHS-BASED





SCREEN AWARE EARLY CHILDHOOD ACTION KIT

OBJECTIVES

Guidance for prioritizing healthy child development in a screen saturated world

Strategies for managing screen use (for children and adults)

Research-based information on impacts of screen technologies

Resources for promoting screen awareness at home and in the classroom



SCREEN AWARE EARLY CHILDHOOD ACTION KIT

AUDIENCES

● Families
● Early childhood educators (across settings & practices)
● Child and family service providers (across settings & 

practices)



SCREEN AWARE EARLY CHILDHOOD ACTION KIT

10 FACT & ACTION 
SHEETS

● Early Learning and Development
● Impacts
● Relationships and Technoference
● Advertising and Media Literacy
● Outdoor Time & Nature
● In the Home
● In the Classroom
● Digital Privacy at Home
● Digital Privacy in the Classroom: 

Practitioners
● Digital Privacy in the Classroom: Families

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

CONTENT

● Printable signs
● Customizable letter templates
● Promotional material 



Impacts (Pat)



Technoference (Mindy)



Advertising & Media Literacy (Pat)



ACTION KIT 
EXPLORATION 

What is one way you could 
utilize the Action Kit in your 
work with young children 
and families?



Join the Action Network!
• Membership is free

• Visit the Early Childhood Work Group
• Check out an Action Network Live event

• Feel connected!

www.screentimenetwork.org/membership


